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1 INTRODUCTION

Background to the New Planning System

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 has made radical changes to the process of
preparing Development Plans. (For more information see ODPM website www.odpm.gov.uk). The old
style Local Plans and Proposals Maps will now be replaced by Local Development Frameworks
(LDFs).

The intention is for LDFs to be much quicker to prepare and adaptable to changing circumstances
than Local Plans, and much more “user friendly”.  The current Local Plan for Corby is just one
document whereas the new LDF will be a portfolio of different Local Development Documents
(LDDs).  This package will include the Core Spatial Strategy being prepared by the North
Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit (JPU) and the Corby Site Specific Policies and Proposals Map
being developed by Corby Council Planning Team.

An LDF derives primarily from the Community Strategy of each local authority.  In Corby, the LDF
policies and proposals will be partly achieved through the Local Strategic Partnership (LSP) and
partly by the promotion of new development and regeneration initiatives.

The Development Plan for Corby

The current Local Plans for Corby are the Northamptonshire Structure Plan (1996-2016) which was
adopted in 2001 and the Corby Local Plan (1996-2006), which was adopted in June 1997.

Under the new system, the Local Development Documents (LDDs) used to guide decisions on
planning applications will include the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS8) for the East Midlands
prepared by Government Office East Midlands (GOEM) (March 2005) and the LDDs to be adopted by
the North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Committee and Corby Borough Council . Over a period of
time the LDDs will replace the existing Local Plan.

The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS8) now incorporates the Milton Keynes - South Midlands Sub-
Regional Strategy (SRS) (published March 2005).  The RSS promotes major growth across North
Northamptonshire and specifically in Corby.

Focussing on the 'growth towns' of Corby, Kettering and Wellingborough, the Regional Strategy
anticipates that the area will deliver around 52,000 new homes and 44,000 new jobs over the period
2001-2021 and an indicative 28,000 new homes in the following decade.  In the case of Corby a
target figure of 16,800 new homes in the period 2001-2021 has been provided.

Joint Working

Joint working arrangements have been agreed between Kettering, Wellingborough, East Northants
and Corby Councils. The Government has established ‘North Northants Together’ (NNT) to assist in
delivering growth. The Joint Planning Unit (JPU) is based in Kettering and reports to the NNT Joint
Planning Committee.

The JPU has coordinated the preparation of the Local Development Scheme (LDS) which indicates
the number and timescale of LDDs to be produced together with a Joint Statement of Community
Involvement (SCI).

Work has commenced on the Core Spatial Strategy, which will provide a strategic overview of the
whole North Northants area.  Details of the Core Spatial Strategy and the current status of documents
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being prepared are available on the NNT website (www.nntogether.co.uk).  The Core Strategy Issues
and Options paper is also available for comment.

Sustainability Appraisals for LDF Plans and Policies

To ensure that all plans and proposals prepared by local authorities do contribute to the achievement
of sustainable development, a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) is now mandatory for Development Plan
Documents (DPDs) and Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) that comprise the Local
Development Framework (LDF).

Guidance is provided in ‘Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local
Development Frameworks’, a consultation paper published by ODPM in September 2004.

SA involves several stages.  Initially the North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit (JPU) collated
the scoping report, which sets the context and objectives of the Core Strategy, established the
baseline and defined the scope of the SA Framework.  At each stage in the LDF process, Corby will
be required to apply the agreed SA Framework to assess the potential effects of each draft plan and
policy before the plan documents can be adopted.

Further information about the process is appended to this report and your views are sought as to the
relevance of objectives and issues included in this draft appraisal.

Corby Community Strategy

The LDF derives from the Council’s Community Strategy (September 2003), which promotes
sustainable development of the urban environment and conservation of the natural environment.  The
strategy is to be reviewed concurrently with the preparation of the LDF, but at present the priority
objectives include:

• ‘the holistic and sustainable development of the town’,
• the development and conservation of the built and natural environment ‘to ensure that

expansion of the urban area utilises brownfield sites first, is sensitive to greenfield areas
and has a positive impact on rural settlements’;

• ‘substantial increases in waste recycling; and
• ‘encouragement to communities to develop a better environment through energy

conservation and waste management’.

The Community Strategy set a target of developing, by the end of 2004, a phased programme to
bring previously developed land back into use.  Similar targets included the development of public
transport infrastructure and the improvement and maintenance of greenspace in proportion to the
expansion of the town.  The Local Strategic Partnership will be reviewing these targets and setting
new objectives in September 2005.

Plans for Corby – Stakeholder Consultation

We are now at the stage where we need to explore more detailed options and alternatives for the
future development of Corby.  The Council is intending to prepare Site Specific Policies, including the
identification of sites for housing, employment, retail, recreation and education and other land uses
and will contain policies relating to design guidance, conservation of heritage assets and protection of
open spaces.

The Site Specific Proposals Map will identify land-use allocations that have particular development
control requirements.  Additionally the Council will indicate where Area Action Plans (AAPs) will be
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prepared for areas of significant change to provide more detailed guidance.  Initially AAPs will be
progressed for the Town Centre and the Kingswood-Danesholme Estates; and subsequently for
potential urban extensions around the built up area.  Draft documents will be made available for
comment on the Planning link from Corby Council’s website (www.corby.gov.uk).

The Council has previously consulted widely on the Local Plan Issues Paper including key questions
about the future of Corby.  The responses identified many of the concerns facing Corby in the future.
Corby has also been the subject of a detailed Regeneration Framework prepared by Catalyst Corby.
Various studies have been undertaken and much of the evidence base has been gathered.  A wealth
of information is now available, providing a solid baseline.

Stakeholder Workshops

In order to progress options and alternatives, it is proposed to initially hold a series of inter-active
stakeholder workshops during September 2005.  These will follow on from the Local Strategic
Partnership Conference which will coordinate discussion about the review of the Community Strategy.
The LDF workshops will cover themes of ‘Employment and Economy’, ‘Housing and Social
Infrastructure’ and ‘Villages and Rural Areas’ and address the key questions facing Corby as it grows
and changes.

Key stakeholders are invited to take part in the debate and to actively contribute to the planning
process.  The Council will then be able to move forward to identify preferred options which will be the
subject of Borough-wide public consultation events early in 2006.

Stakeholders are also invited to respond to the issues and options put forward in this paper. Apart
from the themes of the three workshops the paper includes a section on the Town Centre and
Retailing and an Appendix on Sustainability Appraisals. Sections on Environmental issues and
Infrastructure will follow in the next few weeks. The section on Environment awaits the evidential base
of an Open Space and Recreation Study presently underway.  The Infrastructure section, which will
be concerned with transport, utilities and community provision also awaits further critical work on the
Water Cycle. It should also be noted that options, particularly growth options, will need to be
assessed against the cost and feasibility of the provision of highway, water supply, sewerage and
other utilities as well as education, health care and other services.

The Aims for the new LDF

The following six ‘draft’ aims have been developed from those put forward in the Issues Paper in
2003 and in conjunction with further discussions with the emerging work of the LSP.  They cover the
key issues for the future of Corby notably housing growth, the economy and jobs, supporting facilities
such as schools and colleges, the town centre, the environment and the need for sustainable
solutions.

AIM 1
To achieve growth in housing, skills and jobs to make Corby a better place in which to live and work:

• consistent with Government policies and guidance; and
• coordinated with and complementary to that in Kettering and Wellingborough.

AIM 2
To develop the national image and economy of Corby to attract a wider range and higher quality of
jobs particularly in knowledge-based industries:

• by improving communications particularly by rail;
• by improving the skills of the future workforce; and
• by creating opportunities for new businesses and new sources of employment to flourish.
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AIM 3
To provide educational and community support for a wide range of people with different attitudes and
expectations;

• by promoting inclusive local communities throughout the Borough;
• by fully involving those communities in decisions affecting their future quality of life.

AIM 4
To regenerate the town centre and existing built up areas of Corby by prioritising developments that
benefit existing communities;

• by reusing vacant and underused sites;
• by ensuring that sufficient housing is affordable and accessible to those in need
• by creating safe and attractive public spaces; and
• by promoting affordable forms of public transport that minimise the need to travel by car.

AIM 5
To develop Corby in a sustainable and attractive way:

• by minimising the use of natural resources such as minerals, soils and water;
• by encouraging high quality architecture, design and construction methods;
• by promoting the use of energy and building materials from renewable sources; and
• by reduction, recycling and improved management of waste.

AIM 6
To protect and enrich the environmental quality of Corby;

• by enhancing the distinctive landscape character, historic assets and wildlife value of the
rural areas and villages around Corby; and

• by linking the town into the countryside with networks of green spaces using pleasant car-free
routes.

Issues

A1 Are these the appropriate aims for the new Local Development Framework?
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2 ECONOMY & EMPLOYMENT

Introduction

The economy & employment is a critical aspect Corby’s growth and regeneration agenda. New
allocations are required for a variety of business uses which need to be balanced with housing growth
and integrated with transport policies.

Land allocations and development policies should be integrated with the wider regional & local
economic development agenda which includes business development, education and training,
information technology and telecommunications.

Current Position

The Regional Spatial Strategy for the East Midlands (RSS8) presents ambitious targets for the growth
of Corby – 16,800 new houses and 14,000 new jobs to 2021 and a further 9,800 dwellings and 8,000
new jobs between 2022- 2031. This is against a background of little growth in either population or
employment in recent years.

Successful delivery of this strategy will see a doubling of Corby’s population, step changes in the size
and quality of the local economy and comprehensive improvements to the Borough’s environment.
With the establishment of the Urban Regeneration Company, Catalyst Corby, and large-scale funding
of new infrastructure, including the A43 Corby Link Road, significant steps are being taken towards
bringing about this transformation.

Corby Borough Council has commissioned an Employment Land and Buildings Study to assist in
developing employment land policies which will underpin the LDF and assist the process of growth
and regeneration in Corby.

In summary the key conclusions of Roger Tym & Partners study are:

• A key objective of LDF employment land policy should be to maximise the number of jobs in
Corby;

• Corby will need continuing inward investment yet the local economy is vulnerable to global
competition;

• Key target sectors for Corby should include manufacturing firms and activities least
vulnerable to global competition (e.g. food & drink/ smaller firms) and strategic distribution;

• Corby should also target higher value employment by providing attractive office/ B1 sites;
• A potential new location for offices/B1 is identified near to the Town Centre. This site of up to

10 ha would represent a small over-supply in the plan period;
• The re-opening of a passenger rail service would greatly enhance Corby’s potential as an

office location;
• The provision of land for general industry is currently in oversupply for the plan period, while

there is a shortfall of land for strategic distribution. However, a significant number of allocated
sites are heavily constrained, particularly for general industry;

• On qualitative rather than quantitative grounds it is recommended that a new site of 40 ha is
allocated, half for general industry and half for strategic distribution. The optimum location
would be at or near the Stanion Lane Plantation;

• Strategic distribution should as far as possible be rail-based;
• Provision should include a freehold offer;
• Surplus and under-used land at Corus would quantitatively meet all Corby’s foreseeable land

requirements. However the whole site is currently operational and it would take considerable
investment and time to bring this forward;
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• The economic regeneration of Corby will not be accomplished by employment land provision
alone. Important conditions include a more attractive environment; better amenities,
especially the Town Centre; higher quality new housing; enhanced training and education;
the re-institution of a passenger rail service; and “place-marketing” to build a better image for
Corby.

Plan 1 shows the location of key employment sites.

The doubling of Corby’s population will also have a significant impact on employment in retailing and
the leisure/ hospitality sector (see Retailing & Town Centre issues), health, education and community
services (see Social Infrastructure issues).

Issues and Options

J1 – Sustainable economic growth: the housing and employment balance

There are some difficult challenges in terms of managing the balance of housing and employment
growth in Corby if future communities are to be sustainable.

Amongst these challenges are:
• The need to reduce the numbers of people travelling outside of the area to work and equally

to reduce inward commuting. At least a choice of living and working locally should be
available;

• The need to ensure that employment and housing growth take place in balance – this
applies to the range as well as the number of employment opportunities;

• Economic regeneration and growth requires action across a wide range of areas including
skills training, business development, environmental improvement, improved amenities
including the development of retailing and leisure in the Town Centre, radical improvement in
the range and quality of housing and passenger rail services.

J1-1 What additional agencies or mechanisms are needed to develop the higher levels of learning
& skills and business competitiveness required if Corby is to grow and diversify its economy?

J1-2 To what extent can existing employers be encouraged to contribute towards this growth, e.g.
support services, training, new technologies, land for expansion?

J1-3 To what extent should housing growth be phased to be in balance with employment growth
and diversification?

Options

J1-A The balance of new housing development and employment change should be
regularly monitored and phasing re-assessed at say 5 year intervals- 2011, 2016,
2021 etc

J1-B The phasing of new housing development and employment change should be re-
assessed at the end of the LDF plan-period 2021
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J2 – Target sectors: the range of employment opportunities

J2-1 What specific specialised clusters of economic activity might Corby usefully seek to promote
(e.g. there is currently a proposal for a motor sports cluster associated with
RMS/Rockingham Speedway)?

Options

J2-A Corby should focus mainly on building on its existing strengths in manufacturing
and strategic distribution and accept that higher value added activities such as
offices and  research and development are unlikely to be attracted to Corby on any
significant scale?

J2-B Corby should seek to diversify its economy by setting out to create the conditions
whereby higher value added activities will want to invest in the town.

J3- Employment land: location and quality issues

J3-1 Surplus and under-used land at Corus is unavailable at present for operational reasons, yet is
sufficient to meet all Corby’s employment land requirements to 2021.To what extent is it
realistic to bring this under-used land forward through private and/or public investment within
the LDF plan-period to 2031?

J3-2 There are extensive areas of car storage in Corby which might in employment terms be better
developed for manufacturing or distribution. Accepting that some car storage activity is on
land which cannot economically be brought forward for built development, should the LDF
promote the re-use and redevelopment of any such sites?

The Employment Land & Buildings Study proposes a new allocation of 40 ha for both manufacturing
and strategic distribution at or near Stanion Lane Plantation to take advantage of the proposed A43
Corby Link Road and identifies the site presently occupied by Corby Community School as suitable
for offices and B1 uses on the basis that school will be replaced elsewhere.

Options

J3-A 40 ha in the vicinity of Stanion Lane plantation is of adequate size and is an
appropriate location for growth in general industry and strategic distribution to 2031

J3-B Other sites should be considered for general industry and strategic distribution

J3-C 10 ha between Oakley Road and Cottingham Road near the Town Centre and the
proposed Rail Station is of adequate size and is an appropriate location for offices/
B1 development to 2031

J3-D Other sites should be considered for offices/ B1 development

J3-E Further significant allocations of land for offices/B1 should only be brought forward
once passenger rail services resume in Corby.
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J3-3 The Employment Land Study also proposes that the prospects for economic investment
would be enhanced if there were significant freehold development opportunities on offer. Is it
practical to identify such opportunities within the LDF?

J3-4 Rail based distribution is strongly encouraged at a national and regional level. While steel
products and to a limited extent motor vehicles are transported from Corby by rail, most
strategic distribution activity is by road. Significant change can only be brought about by
substantial investment in the regional rail network. To what extent should future investment in
strategic distribution be rail based?

J3-5 The regeneration and growth of the Town Centre offers the potential to create a substantial
number of new jobs in retailing, leisure, hospitality and other services. To what extent should
new retail, leisure and hospitality developments be concentrated in the Town Centre?

J4 – The image of Corby: promotional activity

J4-1 The successful economic regeneration of Corby is to a large degree dependent on creating a
better environment including an attractive and vibrant Town Centre, the provision of
passenger rail services and a wider range of high quality housing. Corby will also need to
promote its improving image. What agencies/ mechanisms are required to promote Corby as
a prime business location?

J5 - Other Issues

J5-1 Is this analysis of economy and employment issues to be addressed in the LDF
comprehensive?  Or are there other issues which need to be considered?
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3 HOUSING

Introduction

The development of sustainable communities is at the heart of Corby’s Regeneration Framework and
is a key issue for the LDF.  Growth is planned for Corby in terms of 16,800 new dwellings up to 2021,
with further development to 2031. Sustainable communities need social and community services and
facilities to ensure their well being and to attract people to live and work locally.  The aims of the LDF
include the regeneration of existing housing areas to create sustainable neighbourhoods, as well as
the creation of new sustainable and inclusive communities within urban extensions.

Achieving the targets for housing growth will require a concerted effort by all service providers to
bring about the early provision of social infrastructure that will be necessary to create balanced and
healthy communities in Corby.

Current Position

Most of the housing sites identified in the 1997 Corby Local Plan have been developed, or are in the
process of being developed, most notably the Oakley Vale scheme where 300 dwellings have been
built out of a total of 3000 in the outline planning permission.

The Catalyst Corby Regeneration Framework proposes housing led regeneration as a means of
expanding the population to a threshold which will support high quality services. It also recommends
urban expansion and identifies potential growth areas for detailed examination as part of the LDF. It
recommends an holistic approach to regeneration and identifies a need to establish a detailed
programme of renovation and redevelopment of the older estates as an early priority.

RSS’8 identifies a housing requirement of 16,800 new dwellings for Corby to 2021. The LDF should
apply sustainable development principles to put these proposals into effect, taking account of the
longer term perspective to 2031.  The capacity of the existing built up area will be utilised to the full
and in parallel proposals for urban extensions will be brought forward.

RSS8 also sets out a sequential approach to the selection of land for development and criteria for
assessing the suitability of land.  As part of the expansion proposals, the regeneration of Corby
should be pursued, assisted by a level of housing development that would significantly reduce the
need for in-commuting. LDFs should seek a mix of dwellings in terms of size, type, affordability and
location, and should achieve appropriate targets for higher levels of re-use of previously developed
land than in the past.

As part of the preparation of the Issues and Options for the joint North Northants Core Strategy,
sustainability appraisals have been undertaken of the potential directions for growth around the main
towns.  This work has yielded preliminary results and appraisal of environmental constraints by the
County Council is still on-going. It is intended to undertake a visual and landscape appraisal of the
various options for growth around Corby when the joint study has been completed.

An Urban Housing Capacity Study has been undertaken and this information has fed into an
assessment of Housing Land Availability as at April 2004 (this is being updated)  Outline planning
permission has been resolved to be granted for 5,100 dwellings at Priors Hall.
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Issues and Options

H1 - Housing Land Requirement to 2021

H1-1 Is there sufficient land in total to meet the RSS8 requirement to 2021?

H1-2 Sites for how many dwellings should be allocated to meet any shortfall?

The RSS8 requirement is for 16,800 dwellings. Commitments as at 31st March 2004 amounted to
some 5,000 dwellings as follows:

Table 1
Completions  April 2001- March 2004    682
Unimplemented Planning permissions 3,168
1997 Local Plan allocations 1,169

5,019

In addition, allowance needs to be made for the results of the Urban Housing Capacity Study,
development in the town centre, windfall development on small sites and a projected increase in
density on Oakley Vale as follows:

Table 2  
Requirement 16,800
Less
Commitments (from above) 5,017
Urban housing capacity 2,145
Town centre development    510
Small windfalls 340
Oakley Vale density increase 500
Residual requirement 8,288

The Priors Hall development is partly in East Northamptonshire District and planning permission has
not been granted for that part. The total 5,100 dwellings will all count towards the RSS8 requirement.

Thus there is a need to release greenfield land to accommodate at least 3,188 dwellings (8,288-
5,100) to meet the RSS8 requirement. However, because Priors Hall will be developed over 18 years,
about 800 dwellings fall outside the plan period), the total residual requirement to 2021 is increased to
about 4,000.
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Options

H1-A (a) All the Local Plan allocations should be allowed to proceed.
OR

(b) These sites should be reviewed as part of the LDF process.

H1-B (a) A lower figure should be assumed for urban housing capacity, to preserve 
more amenity open space and landscaped areas, even if this means more 
greenfield development around Corby.
OR

(b) A higher urban capacity figure should be assumed, building on more garage 
sites and urban greenspaces, if these are shown to be surplus to requirements,
resulting in less greenfield development around the edge of Corby.
OR

(c) Is the UHCS figure 2145 dwellings about right?

H1-C (a) A lower figure for development in the town centre on the basis that the town 
centre will not be a attractive residential environment until the proposed 
railway station and expansion of the shopping centre have been achieved.
OR

(b) A higher figure to be achieved by positive promotion of schemes for mixed use
development in the Town Centre Area Action Plan.
OR

(c) Is the figure of 510 dwellings about right?

H1-D (a) The above assumptions on commitments, urban and town centre capacity and 
windfalls are accepted as reasonable and realistic.
OR

(b) They should be decreased by, say, 10% to take account of some sites not 
being implemented.

H2 - Rate of Development

Issues

H2-1 How does the likely rate of development on the identified sites match with the annual
requirements in RSS8?

H2-2 To what extent should greenfield sites be allowed to come forward before all identified urban
and brownfield sites are developed?

The RSS8 requirement is for:
• 560 dwellings per annum 2001-2006
• 640 pa 2006- 2011
• 1,060 pa 2011-2021.

Completions in 2001-2004 were only 682, which results in a current shortfall of about 1000 dwellings.
Table 1 above assumes the land west of Stanion is approved for 970 dwellings to be built between
2007 and 2011, and Priors Hall comes on stream in 2007 and takes 18 years to build out. The
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developers of Priors Hall project development of 4,280 dwellings between 2006 and 2021, at varying
annual rates, with the remainder 820 dwellings contributing to any 2021-2031 requirement.

On this basis, while there is an under-provision of housing in relation to the annual requirement at
present, this changes to an over-provision by 2009-10 as the Priors Hall development comes on
stream. This is projected to continue at a rate of 4-500 per annum for 3 years and a shortage of
housing land is not then predicted to occur until 2014-15, when another large scale release of land
will be needed.

RSS 8 requires a sequential approach to the release of sites for development, starting with brownfield
urban sites, followed by other sites in the urban area, then by sustainable urban extensions and lastly
development not adjoining the urban area.  In Corby’s case it is recognised that there are insufficient
urban brownfield sites and many urban greenfield sites have amenity value. RSS8 urges that the
capacity of the existing built up area will be utilised to the full to bring forward surplus employment
land and previously developed land, but that, in parallel, proposals for urban extensions will be
brought forward.

Options

H2-A  (a) The trajectory of housing completions (Table 1) is accepted as a reasonable
and realistic basis on which to base release of further major urban extensions.
OR

(b) It is regarded as an over-estimate the likely contribution from urban sites, such
that there would be a need to release more greenfield extension land at an
earlier date.
OR

(c) If a higher figure or urban capacity sites is considered achievable this could be
achieved at an early date in the plan period thus postponing further the need to
release major urban extensions on greenfield sites.
AND/OR

(d) Could the build rate on Priors Hall be accelerated to postpone further the
greenfield release?

H2-B (a) In accord with  RSS8 policy,  further peripheral greenfield land (in addition to
Priors Hall and land west of Stanion) should be released before the majority of
identified urban housing potential has been developed.
OR

(b) Such further release should take place only after the majority of brownfield and
urban sites have been developed as generally adopted from PPG3
OR

(c) Further greenfield release should be programmed after most brownfield sites
but before resorting to urban greenfield sites.
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H3 - Allocation of Major Urban Extensions
Issues

H3-1 How many major urban extensions should be allocated in the LDF?

H3-2 Where should they be?

Following approval of Priors Hall, only one major urban extension is likely to be needed to
accommodate the required additional 4000 dwellings to 2021. The advantages of a single large
allocation include the ability to support a range of community facilities, including a primary and/or
secondary school, health and community facilities and thus encourage a more sustainable
community. The alternative is to identify a larger number of smaller growth options, including some
that may lie outside Corby Borough.

Options

H3-A (a) Identify just one site to accommodate the required additional 4000 dwellings to
2021.
OR

(b) Identify a larger number (say 2-4) of smaller sites.

H3-B If one site is chosen, of the directions for Major Growth identified in the RSS, there
are two options shown on Plan 2:
(a) land west of Corby

OR
(b) land east of Corby -much of the area is in Kettering Borough. The site could

link to the land west of Stanion to make it more sustainable.

H3-C If a number of sites are preferred, the options, in addition to parts of the sites above,
are also shown on Plan 2:
(a) Land south of Corby
(b) Land north west of Corby
(c) Land south of Weldon
(d) Land east of Weldon
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H4 - Housing Quality, Type and Mix

Issues

H4-1 What is the appropriate mix of house types to meet social and economic objectives?

H4-2 What is the appropriate level of affordable housing provision to be sought in new 
developments in Corby; and can there be variation from site to site?

Corby is a relatively low-cost housing area, one of one of the few places in the region where houses
can be afforded by key workers in the public sector. Nevertheless the Housing Strategy shows there
is a need to make 20% of new housing provision affordable to those on average incomes. Around
85% of all new affordable housing should be in the form of social rented housing.

The under-provision of executive, upper market housing is a factor restraining the regeneration of the
town.  Any such sites should be within and not additional to the 16,800 dwellings required by the
SRS. Although it is assumed that these sites should be in peripheral locations, consideration could
also be given to whether there are suitable sites within the urban area, particularly if sites can be
released from amenity open space uses where a pleasant wooded environment could be created.

Options

H4-A (a) Should all new housing development areas provide for a mix of house types,
sizes and price bands in order to provide balanced communities
OR

(b) Should certain development sites comprise almost entirely upper market
housing?

H4-B (a) Should upper market housing be provided on one large site
OR

(b) on larger number of smaller sites mostly on the edges of the villages, but
possibly also including some selected sites within the urban area

H4-C Are the following suitable sites for mixed housing development? See Plan 2
(a) Land east of Weldon
(b) Land between Weldon Park and the village of Weldon
(c) Land south of Weldon
(d) Land north west of Corby
(e) Land west of Corby and south of Rockingham Park

H4-D (a) Should affordable housing at 20% be provided as part of all housing
developments,

OR
(b) Should the requirement be relaxed for certain sites, with commuted payments 

towards the provision of affordable housing elsewhere?
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H5 - Long Term Housing Requirement to 2031
Issues

H5-1 What level of provision should be planned for in relation to housing development after 2031?

H5-2 Where is such development likely to go?

H5-3 Should any requirement post-2021 include redevelopment of urban sites such asunder-used
employment sites or car storage areas to ensure a more sustainable pattern of development in the
future?

RSS8 provides for a further 28,000 additional dwellings in North Northamptonshire for the period
2021-2031 should be borne in mind as an uncommitted planning assumption. A suggested figure for
Corby is 9,800..

There are large areas of under-used land in the urban area of Corby, including land owned by Corus
and land used for car storage.. Some of this land may be contaminated and so be unsuitable or too
expensive for housing use and some may provide opportunities for further employment use.

Options

H5-A (a) In considering locations for major urban extensions, take into account their
potential for expansion for up to a further 10,000 dwellings in total.
OR

(b) Consider potential for 5000 additional dwelling on the basis that any
requirement over this level should be provided on re-used urban sites
OR

H5-B If further greenfield extensions are to be provided of in the long term, the main
options are:

(a) Land west of Corby -
(b) Land south-east of Corby
(c) Land west or south of Weldon
(d) Land south of Corby
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H6 - Sustainability Needs of Communities

Issues

H6-1 How should the LDF ensure that housing developments, particularly the major urban
extensions, constitute sustainable communities?

Developers are already required to take into account the priority given to maximising the use of
previously developed land.  RSS8 makes it clear that recycling previously developed land is at the
heart of the spatial strategy, in that growth is focused on the main urban areas where regeneration
needs can be tackled.  Developers must also take into account the need for affordable housing, open
space and recreation areas, the capacity of existing infrastructure and access to the highway
network.

Options

H6-A In order to ensure that all new developments contribute to the creation of
sustainable communities, which of the following should they be required to
incorporate?

(a) Designing for a safe and healthy local environment with well-designed public
and green space;

(b) A ‘sense of place’, community cohesion and low levels of crime and fear of
crime;

(c) Provision of local services such as shop, health care, community facilities and
small scale local employment uses within housing areas;

(d) Opportunities for home working;
(e) New or extended local public transport facilities that are sufficiently attractive

and frequent to encourage a significant reduction in car use;
(f) Travel plans including measures to reduce Corby’s contribution to climate

change, encouraging use of cleaner fuels and low carbon technology in
vehicles, together with car-share schemes;

(g) Access to or creation of pedestrian and cycle routes;
(h) Creation of new ‘green infrastructure’ including recreational and sports

facilities, pathways and routes, enhancing biodiversity assets, historic sites
and water spaces, increasing public access into multi-function green spaces in
urban areas, urban fringe and the wider countryside.
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H7 - Sustainable Construction Methods

Issues

H7-1 What sustainable construction measures should be incorporated into new housing
development in future?

Developers are encouraged to be energy and resource efficient in their schemes by trade
organisations such as House Builders Federation and Building Research Establishment.  They can
apply for classification of new houses under the BRE Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM).

Options

H7-A In order to make housing developments more sustainable in the long term, which of
the following should all new developments be required to incorporate?

(a) Design of buildings that both individually and collectively that can meet 
different needs over time;

(b) The highest standards of environmental performance and innovative 
solutions that minimise the use of resources;

(c) Construction methods that contribute to improved air and water quality and 
minimise pollution in terms of noise, visual intrusion and emissions;

(d) Use of recycled building materials and building materials from renewable 
sources;

(e) Sustainable surface water drainage systems, including on-site water 
collection and re-cycling;

(f) Measures to minimise flood risk;
(g) Demand management to achieve savings of some 25–30% on current water

usage;
(h) Energy efficient construction methods and high standards of energy

efficiency in buildings;
(i) Maximising use of energy from renewable sources including solar panels and

combined heat and power plants;
(j) Reduction, recycling and sustainable management of waste

H8 - Regenerating Existing Housing Areas

Issues

H8-1 How will the LDF assist in regenerating existing housing areas in Corby, balancing this with
peripheral growth.

Growth of high quality housing on the periphery of Corby needs to be matched by renewal and
improvement of housing in the core of the town,.

The LDS has already taken on board Corby Borough Council’s priority proposals for Kingswood and
Danesholme, which are being progressed through an AAPr.
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Options

H8-A (a) Should there be a link between the phasing of peripheral growth and the
progress of housing renewal in the core areas
OR

(b) Is housing renewal a problem that should be addressed separately?

H8-B The Kingswood and Danesholme estate is prioritised for revitalisation; what other
housing areas should be addressed?

H8-C What funding and implementation mechanisms could be adopted to resource public
and private sector refurbishment/ redevelopment of selected housing areas?

       (a)  Public funding
OR

      (b)  Private finance from developers through a “roof tax”
       OR

(c)  A combination of both?

H9 - Traveller Accommodation
Issues
H9-1 How should the LDF make provision for gypsy and traveller caravans

Traveller housing needs have to be assessed and adequate provision made within the LDF.  In
addition to allocating specific locations, the LDF also needs to set out fair, reasonable, realistic and
effective criteria for determining suitable locations for traveller accommodation to meet future
unexpected demand.  Currently in Corby there is a permanent traveller site at Gretton Brook Road
which is occupied by New Age Travellers. There is also an unofficial encampment of more traditional
travellers who can show links to the area at the junction of Gretton Brook Road and Phoenix
Parkway.

Options

H9-A (a) Are existing facilities for travellers adequate or
OR

       (b)  Is there a need for additional sites to be identified?

H9-B (a)  Should facilities be provided on a County-wide basis
           OR
           (b) On a Borough-wide basis?

H10 - Other Issues
Is this analysis of key housing issues to be addressed in the LDF comprehensive?  Are there other
issues which need to be addressed?
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4 VILLAGES & RURAL AREAS

Introduction

The rural settlements within the Borough of Corby include Cottingham, East Carlton, Great Oakley,
Gretton, Middleton, Rockingham, Stanion and Weldon.  In addition, the majority of Corby’s
Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings are located within the rural areas and villages thereby
providing the principal historic resource for the Borough.  The rural parts of the Borough are of
considerable importance for agriculture and also have great value as landscape and for nature
conservation.

Development Plan policies in relation to development affecting the rural areas, listed buildings and
conservation areas have, in the past, been aimed at the restriction and control of development.
Policies in relation to the villages have also been aimed at control and restriction of development so
that the character and size of the existing villages is maintained.

Current Position

In terms of built form, current design guidance is in the form of ‘Building on Tradition’ produced by the
Rockingham Forest Trust (RFT) adopted by the Council as Supplementary Planning Guidance.
Sustainability is not an issue that has been explored in any depth in past policies.

Since the production of the Local Plan in 1997, the national policy context has significantly changed;
the new LDF process is an integral part of the Government’s Sustainable Communities Plan.
Moreover, design is considered to be a key element in the creation of sustainable development
(PPS1).  Given the proposed and planned growth of Corby as a town in the future, the way in which
the development of the urban area will impact on and relate to the surrounding villages and rural
hinterland will be major issues for consideration in the emerging LDF.

The use of Parish Plans, although affected by the withdrawal of funding from the Countryside Agency
are also a way of empowering the communities themselves.  Under the new LDF regulations it will be
necessary to carry out a sustainability appraisal of each Parish or Village Plan and these plans should
include proposals for increasing the self-sufficiency of each settlement, taking into account
opportunities for future housing, employment and leisure development.

Issues and Options

The issues facing the villages and rural areas of the Borough are well documented and the problems
which exist are not solely attributable to this area but are common throughout Northamptonshire and
indeed the rest of the country.

In Corby additional pressure will be placed on the villages as a result of the emerging growth of the
town of Corby with a doubling of the town’s population over the next 10-15 years.  This presents a
number of options for the way in which the villages develop in the future, and the role that they will
play within the community including issues such as design and the environment.

R1 – The impact on the villages and rural areas of the potential growth in Corby

The future growth of Corby is aimed at providing new houses together with additional employment
opportunities.  The villages and rural areas of the Borough are not considered to play a significant
part in this growth but will inevitably be affected by the impact of such growth.  This raises the
following issues:
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R1-1 What are the specific concerns of the Parishes about the proposed locations for growth in
Corby?

R1-2 Is there scope for further growth to be accommodated within or adjacent to existing villages
i.e. infill development or increased densities?

R1-3 What are the opportunities for change to benefit the villages?  How and in what way could
they gain from the proposed growth agenda for Corby?

Options

R1-A Allow some expansion of the existing communities, thereby redefining the village
boundaries, allowing for both new housing and additional facilities should they be
required.

R1-B Continue with the overall policy of constraint and restriction of growth of the
existing villages, keeping the boundaries tight.

R2 – Sustainable Communities

The government is aiming to ensure that development takes place in a sustainable way, ensuring that
the communities we are creating in the future have sustainability principles at their heart therefore
creating places where people want to live and work both now and in the future.  As the villages
develop, affordable housing has become an increasing issue as it is often the case that high cost
private sector housing is being developed to meet the increasing demand for those wishing to live in
the attractive rural surroundings away from the urban centres.

R2-1 Are the existing villages sustainable? i.e. do they have sufficient facilities – schools, shops,
health facilities, community centres, pubs, bus services? If not, could new development be
allowed in order to draw in developer contributions towards the provision of needed facilities?
A modest amount of growth may help ensure the longer term viability of the existing facilities.

R2-2 RSS8 suggests that some villages have potential to be identified as Local Service Centres.
These should be villages that play a role of serving neighbouring villages because they have
some key local services and a reasonable level of access.  Do any of the villages within the
Borough function in this way or are they too close to Corby town?

R2-3 Employment opportunities in the rural areas are reducing and with the emphasis being placed
on new jobs within Corby for the increased population what measures are to be considered
for the rural communities?   Issues such as training, upskilling, and home working all affect
the rural communities.

R2-4 Affordable housing needs to be made available to ensure that the existing community is not
aversely affected by any future growth and the inevitable development pressures which will
be placed upon areas.
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Options
R2-A Based on option R1-A above, allow some growth in the Villages linked to developer

contributions towards the required additional facilities such that the communities
can become more sustainable in the future.

R2-B Allow for the introduction of new businesses into the villages so as to create local
employment opportunities.

R3 – Policy and Guidance

The Council has, along with adjacent authorities, adopted ‘Building on Tradition’ as SPG.  As
guidance to the authority in respect of planning applications it explains the design relationship
between the landscape, settlement patterns and buildings and provides a series of principles which
can be applied to each area.  The emphasis is on protection, building on traditional designs and
materials.  It is intended to review and update this guidance and to develop it as part of the new LDF
process.

If further developments are to take place in the existing villages it may not be possible to meet the
exacting standards set out in the current SPG and there may be a need for further design policy.

Parish or Village plans, produced by the communities themselves can provide an important evidence
base for policy within the LDF but must be given sufficient weight to be effective.  Additionally
resourcing such plans is an issue as central funding through the Countryside Agency is no longer
available.

R3-1 Does the LDF need specific additional design guidance in the form of Supplementary
Planning Documents (SPD’s) to promote the protection and enhancement of these rural and
historic areas?

R3-2 How will the review of ‘Building on Tradition’ fit within the LDF process – could public
consultation/sustainability appraisals be co-ordinated with the preparation of any
Parish/Village Plans?

R3-3 What mechanisms are in place and what resources are available to enable Parish/Village
Plans to be prepared for all of Corby’s villages?  Is this something that the Villages want?

Options

R3-A Update Building on Tradition as part of the LDF process, taking into consideration
current advice on design related issues.

R3-B Develop capacity within the village communities such that Parish/Village plans can
be prepared within each of the borough’s villages setting out the way in which each
community.
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R4 - Other Issues

Is this above analysis of issues affecting the villages and rural areas of Corby borough
comprehensive? Or are there other issues which need to be addressed through the LDF process?
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5 TOWN CENTRE & RETAIL

Introduction

The town centre plays a central role in the life and economy of Corby. The growth agenda presents
major opportunities for improvements to the vitality, viability and image of the town centre in the future
and this will bring attendant economic benefits to the Borough as a whole.

The importance of the town centre has been recognised by the inclusion in the LDS of a Town Centre
Area Action Plan (AAP).  While the town centre is the main retail focus, in addition Corby has out of
town shopping at Phoenix Park, centred around the Asda store together with a range of convenience
shopping within the neighbourhood housing areas and some food supermarkets.

The design of the town centre reflects the history of the town, with an initial 1950’s design developed
in the 1960’s which provides a shopping precinct with an integral multi storey car park, bus station,
offices and other commercial facilities.  Poor quality public realm together with somewhat brutal
architectural design has led to a poor image for the town and this has in turn limited the amount of
new investment and redevelopment over more recent years.  Improvements have been limited in
scope and piecemeal in nature and as a result shopping needs are being fulfilled elsewhere .

The Regeneration Framework for Corby provides an ambitious but realistic plan for the town centre
so as to enable the town to regain its retail position, improve the quality and design of its public realm,
attract greater use-age, including the evening economy and generally to breathe new life into the
area.  Within the town centre, proposals for the Parkland Gateway (covering the area to the west of
George Street) include a new swimming pool; civic hub; arts centre; Tresham College and town
centre housing. Following extensive public consultation, the proposals have been adopted by the
Council as Interim Planning Guidance and detailed design work is now progressing.

Land Securities, the new owners of the town centre are also embarking on an ambitious phase 1
redevelopment of the retail core, Willow Place, introducing a new and modern shopping mall to
encourage new retailers to move into the town.

Current Position

The Government’s retail planning policies are defined in PPS6. The focus of policy is a ‘town centre
first’ approach advising local authorities to adopt a sequential approach when allocating sites for retail
development.  Preference is to be given to town centre sites, followed by edge of centre sites, district
and local centres and finally out of centre sites in locations with access by a choice of means of
transport.  Development Plans should sustain and enhance the viability and vitality of existing centres
and retail development should be refused if it undermines that strategy.

RSS8 stresses the importance of the role of city and town centres for shopping and other services
stating that development plans should sustain and enhance the role of town centres and that
locations on the edge of city or town centres will be the second preference where the vitality and
viability of other nearby centres is not undermined.  In this respect, the redevelopment and renewal of
Corby’s town centre is seen as a priority to revitalise Corby as a whole.

Corby Borough Council has commissioned a Town Centre Shopping Study to inform and guide retail
planning in the town centre and to provide a baseline assessment from which its future retail needs,
both quantitative and qualitative, can be evaluated.  The study analyses the vitality and viability of the
town centre based on the health check indicators and concludes that the town centre is not vital and
viable and is in need of significant improvement to overcome fundamental shortcomings.  A failure to
address these will exacerbate the already high levels of retail expenditure leakage to nearby
competing centres.
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It is recognised that the current proposals for Willow Place coupled with the comprehensive range of
improvements proposed in the Regeneration Framework have the potential to significantly improve
the vitality and viability of the town centre.  In terms of retailer demand, while there is limited retailer
demand at present, once there is greater certainty regarding the timing and delivery of any major
town centre retail scheme, coupled with other key initiatives to enhance Corby generally, then
retailers who had not previously considered the town centre as a potential location would reconsider
their decision.

In terms of design for the town centre, The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment
(CABE) have already commenced a programme of facilitating stakeholder consultation such that the
key design elements for the redevelopment of the town centre are taken on board.  By providing a
spatial masterplan it is intended that the required expansion can be planned and designed in
accordance with a detailed development framework encompassing important design principles.  This
approach has been embraced by the key stakeholders in the town centre, helped by the fact that the
majority of the retail core is in single ownership.

Issues and Options

T1 - The need for additional retail growth

Allied to the growth agenda for Corby, it is estimated that the retail sector will need to grow in the
town together with associated uses such as leisure, both to reclaim the loss of investment over recent
years and to reflect the needs of the emerging increased population.  As new housing development
commences improved facilities in the town centre will need to have been planned for and provided.
The Parkland Gateway project allied with the first phase redevelopment of the retail core represents a
significant move forwards for the town but further work is required to ensure that the existing town
centre is physically capable of sustaining the required levels of expansion within the forthcoming
years.

T1-1 How realistic is it to expect the retail market to merely respond to the growth or does more
need to be done to encourage it?

T1-2 To what extent should retail planning take account of post 2021 demand?

T1-3 How and in what way can the LDF help with the problem of low retailer demand?

T1-4 To what extent can future retail floorspace can be accommodated in the Corby town centre?

T1-5 To what extent should future retail space be provided outside the town centre and where?

Options

T1-A Provide a boundary to the town centre which is tight, recognisable and reasonable in 
terms of expansion of retail and other town centre related uses.

T1-B Support the ‘town centre first’ approach by limiting the amount of out of town 
retail provision and agreeing floorspace targets.

T1-C Based on the estimated population growth of Corby up to 2021, provision should be
made for significant expansion of retail within the town centre boundary.
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T2 - Image and design of the town centre

The town centre does not provide the right physical environment and improvement need to be made
both to maintain the existing level of activity and to attract new investment into the town.  In previous
public consultation in Corby, the image of the town centre has featured heavily in the views of Corby
people.  People enjoy the free parking, a car free town centre with no congestion, but seriously dislike
the poor quality and variety of shops, the ugliness of the built form and public realm, the generally
dirty environment and overall poor design.

Pedestrian movement also needs to be carefully considered in any future re-planning of the town
centre to enable a more permeable design which is safe and convenient for users.  Linkages to public
transport including buses, taxis and the rail link and the car parks must be built in to any design
proposals.

T2-1 What is the vision for Corby town centre and can it be realistically achieved?

T2-2 How can the town centre’s shopping environment be improved?

T2-3 How can the quality of shopping in the town centre be improved?

Options

T2-A A detailed three dimensional masterplan for the town centre should be drawn up and
agreed by all of the key stakeholders such that future planning decisions can be taken
in accordance with an agreed framework and key design principles are established.

T2-B Sufficient safe car parking should be provided with the town centre so as to attract
people to the town integrated with the provision of public transport.

T3 - The need for new facilities

For the town centre to work effectively, additional facilities need to be provided and some of the
existing facilities must be upgraded. Consultants’ studies suggest the need for a major convenience
store in the centre.  Leisure uses are also recognised as being under-supported including a cinema..

The existing bus station is closed and is particularly unsightly.  The question of what new public
transport facilities should be provided needs to be considered.

Town centre housing has been put forward under the Parkland Gateway proposals and further
opportunities may exist.

T3-1 Where, when and how do we make provision for a major convenience store in the town
centre?

T3-2 Does the town centre require a bus station or public transport interchange?

T3-3 To what extent should town centre housing be further promoted in Corby?
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Options

T3-A The town centre has no need of a bus station or transport interchange but buses
should stop at stops well located in terms of town centre facilities

T3-B The town centre should have a new bus station/ transport interchange

T4 – Local / Neighbourhood Centres and Out of Centre Retailing / Retail Warehouses

Given the town centre first approach, the Council will place its emphasis for new retail floorspace on
the existing town centre, however, it is recognised that for sustainable communities to exist some
level of retail and other uses must be provided close to where people live.  This suggests that a
hierarchy of retail must be clearly established.

It is also recognised that not all retail uses neatly fit into either the town centre or the out of town retail
park situation and further policy will be required to enable decisions to be taken which will not
prejudice the town centre first approach or lead to an uncontrolled and unplanned delivery of out of
town retail facilities.

T4-1 What hierarchy of shopping provision should there be below the level of the town centre?

T4-2 What level of out of centre retailing should be allowed as against provision in the town 
centre?

T4-3 What is an acceptable level of convenience shopping elsewhere in the town, especially at
Priors Hall and other major expansion sites?

T4-4 Where are these other shopping centres to be located and are they required?

T4-5 How and in what way should out of centre retailing be restricted?

T4-6 Are we right in assuming there are no edge of centre sites for such stores?

T4-7 Where should additional retail warehousing be located? e.g. an extension to Phoenix Park or
an entirely new site which would not compete in terms of scale with the town centre?

T4-8 How should the Council deal with other types of retailing that may present a special case,
such as; builders and plumbers merchants; hire depots; car and caravan sales; petrol filling
stations (and their shops); car accessory shops; tyre and exhaust centres; nurseries and
garden centres; factory shops and showrooms, and farm shops?

T5 - Other Issues

Is the above analysis of issues affecting the town centre and retail activity comprehensive? or are
there other issues which need to be addressed through the LDF process?


